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Town Meeting Time ≠ High 
Noon

Still….What laws, rules, and traditions guide our talk?



History, Purpose, & Research on Town 
Meeting

https://delibdemjournal.org/article/id/1136/#!
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7992-6775


Democracy
Shared responsibility creates the civic 
muscle needed for democratic public work 
where:
• Problems are named to capture what is 

valuable to people, not just expert information
• Issues are framed for decision making
• Options are deliberated publicly
• Organizing complementary 

action—coproduction (Whole > Sum of Parts)
• Community learns how to work together; 

culture of democratic complementary 
production 

(Lemmie, Bryer, & Shaffer, The Effective Local 
Government Manager, 2022, pp. 149-50)

“It is the work people and institutions do together that 
promotes democracy. Practice is necessary to build the 
mutual trust and experience required for citizens and 

public professionals to work in democratic ways.”



Branches of 
Government

Separation 
of powers 
applies to 

local 
executive & 
legislative 
branches



Context: increase in hate speech, misinformation, 
disinformation, attacks on officials
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Different bodies & their 
meetings have 
different 
• Forms

• Functions
• Laws

• Regulations
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Town Meeting is 
the Legislature



Each Town: 
Different 
Traditions, 
Policies, 
(Charters), 
Bylaws, & 
Moderator 
Discretion

State Laws: Same 

Rules: TMT or Robert’s 
Rules

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massachusetts-law-about-town-meetings
https://massmoderators.org/tmt3.html


Town Meeting ≠ Public Comment Time
Town Meeting ≠ Forum 
Ch. 244 of the Massachusetts Acts of 1715 outlines the power of the 
moderator to limit debate and the requirement that nothing shall be voted at 
town meeting unless it is included in the warrant. 
MGL Chapter 39 Sections 9 -17 outline the moderator’s powers. 
• Section 15 “The Moderator shall preside and regulate the proceedings (of 

town meeting), decide all questions of order and make public declaration of 
all votes”

• Section 17 “No person shall address a town meeting without leave of the 
moderator and all persons shall, at the request of the moderator, be silent. If 
a person, after warning from the moderator, persists in disorderly behavior, 
the moderator may order him to withdraw from the meeting”    

Dodgett v. Hooper, MacKeen v. Canton, Ellis v. Barnstable, Village Houses v. 
Kingston; US Federal First Circuit’s Curnin v. Egremont. 
With appreciation to Moderator John Fallon



Barron v. Kolenda: People are Watching



Barron v. Kolenda Impacts:

1. Limited to Public Comment 
Time in Committees

2. Public Perception
-Officials play a role in public’s 
understanding of the difference
-May try to test the limits



What is over the 
line?

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2019/06/19/public-highly-critical-of-state-of-political-discourse-in-the-u-s/


Take a recess. Cool things down


